
Sugarbeargraphics.com Terms & Conditions 

Licensing

Sugarbeargraphics.com welcomes the use of purchased artwork and or 
freebies in commercial or noncommercial projects.  Please feel free to sell 
products with the finished artwork as well as artwork in machine 
embroidery format.  Upon using our artwork and or freebies it is required 
that you give us credit with a link to www.sugarbeargraphics.com  Please 
send us an e-mail to sugarbeargraphics@gmail.com indicating that you 
have done so.

Sugarbeargraphics.com allows you to change the color, size, replacement 
or even adding elements to artwork.  Artwork and or freebies are not to be 
changed in any way other than what is specified in the terms and 
conditions.

The following is not authorized: 

        -Redistribution or sharing of artwork
-Selling artwork in digital form 
-Usage of artwork of an identifiable person living or dead for    
 commercial purpose.  
-Usage of artwork associated to identifiable persons or entities   
 for commercial purposes or in a method that implies their endorsement   
 or connection to any product, service, or entity.
-The Federal Government states artwork is not to be produced

         in a lewd or obscene manner.  This includes usage of modified artwork
-Usage of a spider, web crawler, or other similar automated tools to   
 download content.

Refunds

Due to the electronic nature of our products and the possibility to be easily 
reproduced, refunds are not offered.  If you have a lost file, damaged file, 
or problems downloading please contact us at 
sugarbeargraphics@gmail.com and we will be happy to help you.  In the 
case of a lost or damaged file please make sure to keep all e-mail receipts 
of your purchased artwork from Sugarbeargraphics.com so we can 
promptly issue you a new file.
Customer responsibility

mailto:sugarbeargraphics@gmail.com
http://www.sugarbeargraphics.com/


Customers are fully responsible for all purchased artwork and or freebies 
from Sugarbeargraphics.com  Sugarbeargraphics.com is not responsible for 
any unlawful or undesirable usage of purchased artwork and or freebies.

By purchasing our artwork and or usage of freebies you are agreeing to our 
terms and conditions.


